BICC Alencon National Race Report
Once again, the weather gods made the weekend of the Alencon National a very tough one to call. The
weekend prior we had been basking in glorious sunshine again but onto the weekend of a Channel race and
those in charge of the rain clouds gave us all a real conundrum. Thankfully, you, the membership, put your
faith in the powers that be within the British International Championship and the race team certainly
delivered! A slight biased will obviously kick in but I strongly believe that with the ability to turn up and pay on
the day, along with no marking fee, a strong reputation for quality racing and some stiff competition to fly
against is working wonders within the BICC and the membership continues to swell. The members came out in
their droves and 4,915 birds went off to Alencon from the various marking stations with a very healthy 546
birds going from Northampton and if we add in Spalding and Chirk to those numbers then the most Northerly
stations sent 747 birds between them. We are all doing our best to support these areas and you are repaying
us with great birdage from these parts of the country.
So, after a one-day holdover the birds at Alencon were liberated at 7:15am. Right from the get-go it appeared
that the holdover was an excellent decision as various other organisations that liberate on the Saturday did
not have it all their own way at all, with very sporadic returns by all accounts. As you will become accustomed
to over the next few months, I’ll now pass over to Steve Appleby for an in-depth weather report on Alencon,
followed by the Race Advisers report from John Tyerman and Mark Gilbert.
Weather Report
The poor weather responsible for the one-day holdover
moved away northwards during Saturday night with
expectations for a better day on Sunday. The forecast for
good conditions to develop over northern France early on
Sunday morning proved correct. The race controllers were
somewhat concerned about the heavy cloud over the flight
path to the coast but as expected the cloud soon dissipated.
The image captured looking out to sea from Caen paints the
general picture of a first class flying day, blue skies, white
cumulous clouds and endless visibility. Winds were mainly
from the west or south west light in strength. (see wind
flow chart.) The race controllers John and Mark happy with
the general situation gave our convoyers Trevor and Steve
the go ahead to liberate. As usual the wind direction decided where the winners were timed in.
Race Advisors Report for Falaise National.
The second BICC National of the season from Alencon attracted an excellent entry of just under 5000 birds.
Both Convoyers Trevor and Steve were kept busy collecting the pigeons from the many marking stations and
the two transporters arrived on time on Thursday evening at Horndean.
They travelled by ferry overnight to Caen and arrived on site at Alencon
early on Friday morning. Birds were later fed and watered. As usual the
weather proved to be problematic and although Friday was a lovely day
at Alencon, the rain soon moved in and persisted all day Saturday,
making a liberation impossible.
The Race Advisory team had full discussions and Steve our weather
expert was confident we would get a liberation on the Sunday morning
once the rain belt had moved off into the North Sea. We had
conversations very early on Sunday morning and as the weather was an
improving picture Trevor and Steve were given the go ahead to liberate

when they were happy with conditions on site at Alencon. Birds were released at 7-25 am into partial
sunshine and a light south west wind and they cleared well. The channel forecast was showing good visibility
and light SW winds and the picture taken at Caen seafront around 8am shows excellent conditions. A good
race ensued with winning birds doing over 1500 ypm to many parts of the country. Well done to the winners.
John Tyerman, Mark Gilbert and Steve Appleby.
BICC Race Advisory team.

Once again, the East and Central Sections benefitted most from the weather and the prevailing wind
conditions, as can be seen from the report of the Open Result below. As will now be the norm, Chris Sutton
has already put together an in-depth report on the winner from Alencon, we’ll now look at the star
performers from all over the country which contributed to a superb race for the BICC.

OPEN
2nd Open is Garry Inkley, a familiar name towards the top of the
National results, here’s what Garry had to say about this
performance.
“Firstly, a big well done to the race controllers on the decision to
hold and not take a gamble on liberating Saturday. I timed a Blue 2year-old w/hood cock of Syndicate Lofts bloodlines, Sire is a son of
Mario (son of Di Caprio) and IVY direct from the Safier Couple (Leo
Heremans) and the Dam is a gift from Andrew McFenton of Swansea,
she is 100% Syndicate being a granddaughter of “Knight”, “Jasmine”,
“Dutch Master” and “Kirsty”.

Garry Inkley with loft manager
Stanley

The section winner has previous form, being 22nd Combine as a
natural young bird, 1st club 5th UBI Combine Carentan 2017, 16th
UBI Combine Exeter 2017, 97th Open NFC Messac 2017, 50th UBI
Combine Poitiers 2017 and now 1st Section, 2nd Open BICC.”

Garry also clocked another pigeon to be 12th Open, he tells me that
this pigeon is the nest-mate to the NFC Section winner from the following week. Flown on a form of celibacy,
the nest-pair ooze performance from their parents! The Sire was 10th Open NFC Saintes, 401 miles, and is a
grandson of Garry’s Saintes National winner. The Dam scored 6th Open NFC Saintes and 1st Open in the “MadHatters” Young Bird Guernsey race. She is a Premier Koopman pigeon crossed with a Duncan Ferguson/Albert
Tarleton Syndicate Lofts pigeon.
Garry is always looking to tomorrow and his next challenge, he is certainly not one for dwelling on a pedigrees
and past performances. And when you have a couple of weeks like Garry has just had, why would you dwell in
the past!
3rd and 5th Open are R and N Steptoe. Just 5 seconds split the two pigeons clocked by the East Section
partnership. Both the cocks were flown on widowhood, the first pigeon being a son of the superb
“Crackerjack” who scored 6th Open BICC Agen International in 2014. The second pigeon looks like being one to
watch out for in the future as it is a yearling cock, again flown on the partnerships very effective widowhood
system

Sharing out the places between them it seems as splitting the Steptoe birds, as well as clocking two in quick
succession himself is Mark Bulled, 4th Open and 6th Open, once again in the East Section.
“I timed 2 widow cocks together. My first, a 2-year-old, with his first
notable performance, is a son of my BBC Fougeres Winner
“Eastbourne”. The dam is quite a breeder, having now bred 2nd BICC,
3rd BICC, 2nd BBC (arrived with winner) and 8th BBC. My second
timer, a 4-year-old, was 8th BBC Bordeaux last year, and is a son of
my “Magic Mealy” 3rd NFC 11th BICC. Both are from my Red Bull
sprint family left over from my North Road days.”
Mark went on to tell me that he is very keen to make pigeon racing
as simple as possible and the widowhood system that these cocks
raced on is the most straight-forward system you could think of! The
pigeon will be looking to return to the BICC in the upcoming weeks,
but this will be weather dependent, as always!
Mark Bulled

7th Open is Tony Buckfield and Tony sent me over this information, just showing what can happen when
things don’t go quite to plan!
“Hi John, I sent 16 and had 14 home on the day. This Soontjen hen is 2 years old and had no previous
performances of any note. All the birds were paired up to perform I the first 2 BICC races but I dropped the
cock that was paired to this hen the previous Saturday to Alencon. Well he turned up on Wednesday, pretty
flown out, but this hen did not leave him alone until going into the basket for marking on Thursday morning.”
Certainly, something that could not be planned at all, be great if things like that would happen all the time,
even just once or twice in a season would be nice!

8th Open is Paul Liman with a Cuesters x Hoefkens 3-year-old pigeon.
Incredibly the Sire of this pigeon has just bred the winner of the East
Down Combine for John Patterson in Belfast and has also bred a string
of winners on the North Road. Flown on a roundabout/natural system
of Paul’s own design, the birds are raced both north and South,
indeed this pigeon had two races from Newark of just over 100 miles,
before being sent to Poole, again just over 100 miles. Then into
Alencon with the BICC to score 8th Open! They are homing pigeons
after all! Paul races a very small team of pigeons and has 14 hens for
the Channel races along with 7 cocks. He also keeps around 12
yearling cocks just for racing on the North Road. The UBI Combine are
due to be going over the Channel this week and that was Paul’s plan,
but again with the weather being as such he will make his mind up
towards the weekend.
Paul Liman 8th Open Alencon
9th Open is the familiar name of Mark Gilbert from Windsor. Mark sent me over this information on the
pigeon in question. Short and sweet from Mark, confirming he really does know his birds!

“The bird is a hen and was my all pooler, she was 25th Open the first BICC race and was a very good yearling
for me last year. She is flown on widowhood and is a granddaughter of Harry of Jan Hoymans and a
granddaughter of Emerven Hope of Koopmams.”

Meg Murray now tells us about her bird in 10th Open, showing you don’t
need to spend a fortune to be successful in this game!
“This blue yearling cock was one of seven YBs gifted to me last year from
Lee Bastone. I get a few special youngsters from him every season even
though I race against him in the same club; Thames North & Eastern
Counties FC. And this particular YB was something very special. His sire is a
son off “Kingpin”, a top Lambrecht and his dam is a Vandenabeele, off
a National winner crossed with a BICC winner.”

Meg Murray 10th Open Alencon

That’s what this great sport of ours is all about. Friendship and great
rivalry all wrapped up in one! Never mind Lee, with your quality results
you can afford to gift a few winners away. If you fancy sending some this
way I’m sure I can accommodate! Only if they are guaranteed to score in
the Top 10 in the BICC though!

Eric Guinchard is in 11th Open and was the 9th fancier on the result sheet. The 2-year-old Koopman hen was
bred by a good friend of Eric’s called Tim Rodwell. Although not currently racing, Tim is a superb breeder and
last year Eric tells me that Tim bred 10 in the first of the BICC Le Mans race, incredible! After a couple of
inland races this pigeon was set up for this Alencon National. Eric says that unlike some of his birds this hen is
a super trapper and after a couple of races as a baby she went to Falaise National, a real sticky one but she
came through. Eric has only been racing South since 2016 and is enjoying the challenge after around 6
decades on the North Road!
EAST AND CENTRE SECTIONS
As I mentioned earlier, the East and Centre Sections came to the fore in this race and the Top 3 performers in
both Sections have already been covered in the Open result as mentioned above, so that brings us straight on
to the West Section.
WEST SECTION
A straight shoot-out here between two incredible teams of
fanciers! The Cooper team just came out on top, scoring 1st,
2nd, 5th and 6th Section. Here is what Catherine had to tell me
about their first two birds.
“The first bird we clocked to be 1st section was actually the
second bird home, two arrived together, one, the cock,
slightly ahead of the hen but unfortunately a stray on the roof
took his fancy so the hen was first through the trap!!

Geoff and Catherine Cooper, 1st, 2nd,
5th and 6th Section Alencon

The hen we timed is a two-year-old raced widowhood, bred
from a son of George 1st National Tarbes when he was paired
to a sister of Farmer George 1stInternational Bordeaux. Her
dam is a daughter of Etienne Meirlaen's Starlight 2nd
International Tarbes. So far this year she has had every race,

this being her second channel race of the season. Last year as a yearling she flew through to St Vincent
International 535 miles.
The cock, raced widowhood, is also a two-year-old, his sire is a son of Mark Gilbert's Marseille cock, 1st
National Marseille and his dam is Jazz, a daughter of George and a full sister to the dam of Farmer George.
This cock had the same preparation as the hen, this being his second channel race. Last year he won 1st
Fougeres and flew through to Poitiers National 360 miles. All being well, both pigeons will be entered into the
upcoming International races.
We would like to thank the race controllers and Trevor Cracknell the convoyer for a great job on another
tricky weekend. As always, the birds returned in excellent condition and we had very good returns.”
The second team of fanciers involved in this West Section battle were Clive and Jill Rogers along with their
partner Neil Sales. Finishing in 3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th Section, a super performance from this group.
“The first pigeon, a three-year-old hen, was timed by
Treetops Lofts just two seconds behind Geoff & Catherine
Cooper’s first pigeon to become provisional 2nd West
Section. The hen was bred by Clive, Jill and Neil, the sire a
bird from Bill Keays named Ronnie (a great grandson of
Emiel) and the dam was from Terry Preddy (a mixture of
Vic Preddy’s stock birds, Geoff & Catherine Cooper
together with Mark Gilbert birds also in the
pedigree. Thanks to the John Tyreman and Mark Gilbert
for making the decision to hold on Saturday and allowing
Treetops Loft Team with a great result in the
the members to have a really good race on Sunday. The
West Section
birds came back in great condition and thank you to the convoyers who as usual did a great job.”
Jill then went on to send me the following information for the second pigeon that they clocked.
“Chequer hen, GB15 F 39996 was bred from birds that were sold by Pipa from Crowley & Green’s winning loft
before their emigration to Portugal. There are Mark Gilbert’s Euro Diamond birds on three sides of the
pedigree of this hen, together with Richard Green’s Mamba, a winning bird for him who went on to breed
winners for Crowley and Green.”
Some super bloodlines packed into those two birds, no doubt this will not be the last we see of either of the
two partnerships who dominated the top of the West Section in this race.
The 3rd fanciers to clock in the West Section, for 9th Place in the Section, are another team. Page & Garrod &
Nurse clocked a Vandenabeele on a self-named “Crazy System”!
The birds have never been paired and they have had some very strong results since young birds in the local
club. On a Friday evening some of the birds are put together and if there are any spotted that seem to be
keener than others then they are sometimes put in a section together to motivate them even more. The bird
in question is down from pigeons obtained from Brian Shipley of York, who in turn sourced the successful
Vandenabeeles from M&D Evans.
NORTH EAST SECTION
Up into the North Sections and firstly the North East Section. This race proved to be a little less testing than
Falaise was but nevertheless, with the mass of the convoy dropping out way before the birds reach these
sections, the birds which do come to score in these areas are excellent examples of strong racing pigeons.
1st Place in the North East Section goes to Jeremy Nicholson, who was kind enough to send me this
information over.

“Firstly, I would like to congratulate the winner and all the other section winners, my section winner is a 2015
Blue Hen purchased from a Breeder Buyer here in Ipswich, bred by Dougie and Lee Osborne from their Jos
Thone family. She is a double granddaughter of Pro Freddie and granddaughter of Ian Staffords National
Investment x Celine. She has been one of my most consistent hens winning a number of club cards, she has
never been paired to a cock as she seems to prefer only other hens, but after today we may need to change
her mind! She was sent sitting 4 x 12-day old eggs, she returned in tip top condition so a big thank you to the
convoyers for looking after her for the past 4 days, we had a good race with 8 from the 9 sent on the day.”
Jeremy would also like to thank all those at the Ipswich marking station who volunteer their time to clean the
baskets and mark the birds, especially Terry and Jacqui who organise everything so that it runs like clockwork!
Jimmy Davis is in 2nd Place and again, this information was kindly supplied for me.
“This is a 2-year-old hen which 2 weeks ago won 1st Diss club and 1st open Norfolk & Suffolk SRCC, 2,270
birds. The Sire of this bird won 57th Open Le Mans and 13th Open Falaise in the BICC for me, which was bred
for me by Paul Liman from Barkingside. It's a Janssen x Soontjen. The Dam is a pigeon is from my cousin’s
pigeons. D & B Price.”
3rd Place goes to A&C Daniels. A pigeon bred from his own family, she has had a couple of races with the
Norfolk and Suffolk SRCC and this was her first Channel race of the season. Flown on roundabout, the pigeons
will stay on this system if they are flying well, but if it is felt they need a bit of a boost then they may well be
paired up for the longer events on the calendar.
NORTH CENTRE SECTION
Section topping honours this week go to Rodney Oakes, 1st Place in the North Centre Section. Rodney’s mealy
cock has been a consistent performer, claiming many cards but never quite had the edge to get out to the
front of the pack, until now that is! Flown on a roundabout the cock is a little bit of a mixture with the Sire
being a red chequer, Janssen x Busschaert, and the Dam being a gift from Pete Chamberlain who had pigeons
from John McGee before he upped sticks to France!
In 2nd Place is Dom Gruzelier, who sent me across this information in
relation to the first two pigeons that he had drop from Alencon.
“The pigeons that came are a blue bar in 2nd Section and a dark chequer
which dropped 4 minutes later. They are both widowhood hens and the
blue dropped last year at 9:45 at night in the MNFC Ancenis race which
was very hard and there were not many about in this area. The dark hen
was first Mid Shires Fed, 5th UBI Combine Falaise. Both hens are home
bred, bred down from my best pigeon “Willow”, twice in top ten in
National competition and Pieter Oberholster’s base cock, the stuff of
legends.”
Keep putting up performances like this Dom and you’ll make your own
legend!
Dominic Gruzelier with 2nd & 4th North
Centre Section

A well deserved 3rd Place in the North Centre section goes to Mr
and Mrs Smith. Mick is a grafter! Russell Bradford tells me that
he is one of his crack team of markers at the Northampton
marking station, having a real good laugh and a joke with many
of the fanciers that have their birds marked there. The bird that
was clocked had 2 races with the local club from Bedhampton
before being sent to Alencon. Flown on widowhood, it was the
first time over the Channel for this cock bird, he is a Leo Van Rijn
bird from Brian and Karen Hawes bloodlines.

Mr and Mrs M Smith, 3rd North Centre
Section

NORTH WEST SECTION
Arguably the toughest section in the BICC, up in the North West of England and the top part of Wales, the
birds up here are asked to do some flying to get into some of the outposts where some of the members live.
The Chirk marking station and the Eclipse Club had another good send and once again, some more success,
which you will read about shortly.
In 1st Place is the Matthews and Harris partnership. Unfortunately due to holidays and so forth it has not been
possible to get the information together for this week but as always, I am more than happy to include the
details of this pigeon in forthcoming reports should the information be supplied.
In 2nd Place is the familiar name of John Rodway, a strong supporter
and successful fancier within the BICC. This little write-up hit my email
box regarding John’s performance.

John Rodway, 2nd North West
Section, looking very serious

“First of all, congratulation to the NW section winners Matthews and
Harris of Bridgnorth. The bird is a blue chequer hen bred in 2015. She
was 1st NW Section BICC Guernsey young bird. In 2016 she was not
raced at all and then in 2017 the hen had one race only where she was
first NW section Guernsey Any Age. In 2018 she has had one land race,
then Coutances with the CSCFC where she was my third bird to the
loft.

My methods have remained unchanged from previous years! They are
totally natural; with food used being rolled barley, cut maize, layers pellets, wild bird seed, all basic and the
cheapest varieties! When rearing young birds some basic mixtures are used. My returns on the day were five
out of eight. Many thanks to the convoyer, as birds returned in excellent condition. Also, many thanks to
Evesham marking team.”
Having read about John’s methods before, it gives me so much heart to know it can still be done this way! As
long as we enjoy our birds I think that’s still the main thing when it comes to keeping pigeons. If you can enjoy
them and get some success, then happy days all round!

3rd Place goes to Steve Parkinson, who is also victorious in The Eclipse. This is superb from Alan Shinton. This
cock was bred by Derek from a grandson son of Red Barcelona when paired to a direct Freialdenhofen hen.
Having no details on the lines of the dam one can only assume that the
breeding from the name of these German aces is from decent distance
lines. Last season this cock had several inland races and was then sent
across the channel with the NFC and the BBC. Although returning in
decent times from the nationals he did not win any prizes.
This season the cock has been sent to two inland races and then to
Alencon with the BICC and Eclipse 650 club timing in after seven hours
forty-five minutes to record a provisional velocity of 1290 ypm. Steve also
timed a second pigeon at seven hours fifty-two minutes which will also
feature highly in the section and club result.
This was Steve’s first ever race with the BICC after joining the Eclipse the
650 club which has enabled via the new marking station at Chirk an
avenue to enter the BICC races. Having previously enjoyed success and
both club and federation level Steve has become more focused on national events and was in 2017 the winner
of the NFC section L Tarbes race.

Steve Parkinson, 3rd North West
Section and 1st Eclipse Club

Steve has found himself becoming more and more focussed on the distance and national events from his
small back garden set up which houses twenty pairs of racers on the roundabout system and. He has excelled
and is building a proven track record in scoring in these national events.
Steve has expressed his sincere thanks to the personnel who are behind the Eclipse 650 club and the Chirk
marking station and especially the BICC for backing the North West fanciers along with the Eclipse club and
enabling this avenue into national and international racing. On a personal note Steve advises anyone who is
interested in national and International races to “join and support this friendly club” “
That’s the result all wrapped up. The longest flying bird on the day
was clocked by John Rumney, right up at the top of the North Centre
Section, flying 449 miles on the day. I asked John for a little bit of an
insight into the bird and this is what he came up with.

John Rumney & Chambers

“The first pigeon is one of the stars of my loft, a Blue cock called
"Chambers", named after a great mate of mine Paul Chambers who
bred him from Ken Hine stock. He previously has won 1st Section
49th Open BICC Falaise 416 miles, 1st Section 'N' (only bird on the
day), 70th Open NFC Ancenis 518 miles, only bird flying over 500
miles on the day, 4th Section 83rd Open BICC Le Mans 478 miles and
24th section BICC Tours 527 miles, all times on the day of liberation.
Regards
John

P.S. Just like to say a big well done to the BICC for getting a great race from what looked like a tricky weekend.
Congratulations also to the winners and Section winners. As I write this early on the second day with only 1 to
come from 6 am well pleased with that.”
An excellent performance John and some pigeon, we could all do with one or two of those n the loft!

That brings us to the end of the second National of the season and the Internationals are creeping up on us
now. There are just a couple of house-keepings bits to touch on.
Firstly, a picture which was missed off the first report from
Falaise. Douglas Grant finished in 2nd Open, the trio of birds
which took the first 3 in the Open at Falaise were all from the
same club! Douglas was just pipped on decimals and the picture
shows him with the bird in question.

Douglas Grant
UPDATE FROM CAROL FRANCIS
PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL RESULTS ARE SENT BACK THE FIRST POSTAL DAY AFTER THE RACE AS I RECEIVED
SEVERAL RESULTS AT LEAST 3 PLUS DAYS AFTER RACE. Can you also ensure that clock sheets are COMPLETED
in full for ETS as well as race rubbers – this helps me a lot and does save a lot of time – you can also be
disqualified as it states clearly in RED on the bottom of the clock sheet FAILURE TO COMPLETE THIS CLOCK
SHEET IN FULL WILL ENTAIL ELIMINATION FROM THE RESULT – PLEASE MAKE SURE CLOCK SHEETS ARE
SIGNED. When only sending in ETS sheet please note that this must have your BICC number, marking station
Verification Number and any pools claimed for only the 1st pigeon will be listed on the result unless a clock
sheet is done. I would also like to thank all members who have filled their clock sheets properly this saved me
at least 2 hours extra work.
Rita from South Ockenden would also like to sincerely thank all the members how stayed behind to help load
the lorry this week, hopefully we will see a few different races assisting for Cholet and Poitiers, we are all int
his together so let’s make it was easy as possible for the Officers at the marking station.
As I mentioned earlier, the Internationals are fast approaching and as the appetite for these races seems to be
growing, Tom Firmager at the Bromley marking station has decided to add two Internationals to his marking
list for the season! Tom and the team at Bromley will now be marking for both Pau International and Agen
International. The marking of these birds will take place between 2:30pm-4:00pm on the Mondays prior to
the race.
That’s your lot for this week! As always, contact me as soon as you can after Cholet,
johnghentbicc@yahoo.com, and then we can continue to create these great reports together in the coming
weeks and months ahead.
John Ghent - Joint Press Officer BICC

